AUTHORIZATION OF CREDIT CARD CHARGE OPERATED BY
TRANSBANK S.A.
FIRST: In consideration to which I have agreed with the Company, I specifically authorize the company
so that by the means of Transbank S.A. they can charge in my Credit Card individualized in the
particular conditions of the rental. Agreement of motorcycles and tour service, or any other card than
replaces it, the total amount incurred by me in the rent, repair, hiring of tour services and/or of any other
additional expense incurred by the Company for damages caused to the motorcycle as a result of the
rental agreement, in case of lack of payment in order to compensate the Company for such expenses,
assuming in addition the commitment to maintain my credit card in force and with sufficient credit to
cover all charges. In case of substitution, revocation, expiration or replacement of the Credit Card, I
hereby agree to inform in writing the Company of this situation, notwithstanding I authorize Transbank
S.A. or the issuer of the card to inform to Company the new expiration date, the new credit card number
and that the respective charges are made to such card.
SECOND: I accept that the Company will send Transbank S.A. the information of the charges,
releasing Transbank S.A. if such information is no received. The contractual relation between the
Company and the undersigned is exclusive between both parties. I hereby release Transbank S.A. of
any obligation in connection thereof. In the event Transbank S.A., by any circumstance, does not carry
out a charge in my credit card, the Company will have to procure payment directly. In addition, if some
damage occurs to my person, specially related to lack to coverage or contract cancellation, I release
Transbank S.A. of any responsibility and I resign to any action against it, resulting from this
authorization.
THIRD: The present authorization shall remain effective until I revoke it in writing, sending such
communication to the Company by registered letter or with certification of reception, which will be only
effective after thirty days from receipt. However, the present authorization will expire automatically in
case of termination of the contract between the Company and Transbank S.A.
FOURTH: Hereby I declare that despite the present authorization, my payment obligation in favor of the
Company will remain may responsibility until full payment of amounts due to the Company.
The present authorization shall be valid also before other credit card operators different than
Transbank S.A.

__________________________________________
Signature of the Credit card Holder
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